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CHANGE PLEASE COFFEE BREW CHANGE, FUEL IMPACT!

Elevate your coffee experience with social impact. Change Please is an exceptional coffee experience that is not just about exceptional taste, it’s about creating a positive impact on the world.



Find out more
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A healthy lifestyle starts with a fresh idea.

Foodies combines fresh, healthy food with inviting, lounge like spaces. Your employees will enjoy natural, organic food and a new social hub where they can meet and collaborate. And you will enjoy a cost reduction of up to 40%.



Make an enquiry
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Bring joy to your employees one cup of coffee at a time

A good cup of coffee sets your employees up for the day. As one of Europe's leading suppliers of hot beverage solutions, we can help you choose the right coffee machine to ensure your employees will be primed for top performance in the office.



find out more
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Why deliver snacks, when you can deliver joy?

It’s not just about providing people with delicious food. It’s about putting a smile on their face. That’s why we reinvented self-service food and drink.











Our Purpose

Our Purpose

Turn a commodity into an experience.









Different people, 
different needs

Different people, different needs

Make everyone happy.









Service 24/7

Service 24/7

We are here for you around the clock.










Small to large

Small to large

We serve businesses of all sizes.









Full service from A-Z

Full service from A-Z

Tell us what you need - and let us do the rest.
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The world's favorite brands. Now in your office.

Amazing taste. Highest quality. Decades of tradition. That's what consumers love about the world's favorite coffee and hot drink brands. And that's why we partnered with them - to bring an extra cup of happiness and satisfaction to your office or factory.
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Nescafé











Lavazza











Pelican Rouge
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Solutions for every business and size.
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Large Enterprises


Let us show you how we work with international companies and always provide the best service and quality for their employees.


Find out more
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Small & Medium Businesses

We are your partner for flexible and expandable catering solutions, whether you’re a startup, or a family business, an office or a shop. We have the right solution for every size and every business.

Find out more
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Locations


You’ll find our products and solutions across all sectors. We provide a reliable and joyful experience for all consumers, 24/7.



Find out more














Products & Solutions - Designed for you.

Want to make everyone feel great? 
With these products and solutions, 
you will.
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Foodies concept

Foodies is a new, modular concept offering your staff fresh and healthy food in a modern, relaxing atmosphere.









Coffee & Hot Beverages

Starbucks®, Lavazza, Nescafe and more: The world’s favorite hot beverages are now available for your workplace.









Smart Vending Machines

Quality, reliability and a wide choice of drinks and snacks: Our smart vending machines help you sell more and worry less.









Water & Hygiene

Refresh your workplace and stop single use waste: Our water dispensers keep your employees happy and hydrated.
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We are happy to assist you
Start your journey with us today.

My contact details































Preferred method of contact*



E-mail




Phone










My inquiry







Product interest*



Micro Market & Smart Fridges




Starbucks




Coffee Machines & brands (Nescafe etc)




Ingredients




Snack & Cold Drink Solutions




Others






I am interested in



buying a product




fully managed service




leasing a product




not decided yet






My timescales are



Immediate (0-3 months)




Very soon (3-6 months)




In the near future (6-12 months)




not decided yet










My inquiry



Product interest*



##productinterest_coffeebeans##




##productinterest_instantproducts##




##productinterest_ingredientscapsules##




Others









##complaint##



















##lotnumber_description##







##categorycomplaint_description##


























##fileSizeError##


##categorycomplaint_selectanote##













I agree to Selecta`s website data protection notice*






Sign up to receive more information about Selecta via email, and you’ll be the first to know about our news, products & offers!



Thank you! we will reach out to you shortly.
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by Tanya Joustra









Celebrating Happiness through innovation: How Food Tech enhances our well-being

In the fast-paced, technology-driven world we live in today, the importance of staying hydrated in the workplace cannot be overstated. Proper hydration isn't just about quenching your thirst; it's about maintaining your overall health, enhancing cognitive function, and increasing productivity. As we embrace the latest trends in vitamin and flavoured water, staying hydrated at work has never been more enticing or beneficial.
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Reimagining the office cafe

Camden Council needed to reconnect staff to the office and their teams, but they were very conscious that flexible working and the increase in living costs made time challenging for staff. The wanted a solution that would be inclusive, sustainable and flexible to their changing needs.
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What are the top healthy foods for the workplace?

Offering a range of healthy and diet-specific food to your associates throughout the day has huge benefits for both employees and businesses.
But what are the top healthy foods employees want and why should you consider them for your workplace?
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by Tanya Joustra









The vitality of staying hydrated in the modern workplace

In the fast-paced, technology-driven world we live in today, the importance of staying hydrated in the workplace cannot be overstated. Proper hydration isn't just about quenching your thirst; it's about maintaining your overall health, enhancing cognitive function, and increasing productivity. As we embrace the latest trends in vitamin and flavoured water, staying hydrated at work has never been more enticing or beneficial.
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by Cecily Batten - Global Marketing Leader









How tea is enjoyed around the world

There are approximately 1,500 types of tea around the world and after water, tea is the second most popular beverage in the world. In 2021, 297 billion litres of tea were consumed world-wide.
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by Cecily Batten - Global Marketing Leader









The most popular iced coffee drinks

Iced coffee is a popular category in the Food & Beverage space. With more than 170 million iced beverages being sold across the UK annually and an equally scaled version across Europe, the iced coffee industry sees a consistent growth of 14.3% annually and with the sector estimated to be valued at £660m by the end of this year.
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Celebrating Happiness through innovation: How Food Tech enhances our well-being

In the fast-paced, technology-driven world we live in today, the importance of staying hydrated in the workplace cannot be overstated. Proper hydration isn't just about quenching your thirst; it's about maintaining your overall health, enhancing cognitive function, and increasing productivity. As we embrace the latest trends in vitamin and flavoured water, staying hydrated at work has never been more enticing or beneficial.
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Reimagining the office cafe

Camden Council needed to reconnect staff to the office and their teams, but they were very conscious that flexible working and the increase in living costs made time challenging for staff. The wanted a solution that would be inclusive, sustainable and flexible to their changing needs.
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What are the top healthy foods for the workplace?

Offering a range of healthy and diet-specific food to your associates throughout the day has huge benefits for both employees and businesses.
But what are the top healthy foods employees want and why should you consider them for your workplace?
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The vitality of staying hydrated in the modern workplace

In the fast-paced, technology-driven world we live in today, the importance of staying hydrated in the workplace cannot be overstated. Proper hydration isn't just about quenching your thirst; it's about maintaining your overall health, enhancing cognitive function, and increasing productivity. As we embrace the latest trends in vitamin and flavoured water, staying hydrated at work has never been more enticing or beneficial.
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How tea is enjoyed around the world

There are approximately 1,500 types of tea around the world and after water, tea is the second most popular beverage in the world. In 2021, 297 billion litres of tea were consumed world-wide.
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The most popular iced coffee drinks

Iced coffee is a popular category in the Food & Beverage space. With more than 170 million iced beverages being sold across the UK annually and an equally scaled version across Europe, the iced coffee industry sees a consistent growth of 14.3% annually and with the sector estimated to be valued at £660m by the end of this year.
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Have you found what you’ve been looking for?







No, not yet


Yes, thanks











Are you looking for something special?







Foodies Micro Market





Smart Fridges





Coffee & Hot Beverages





Vending Machines





Water Machines





Sustainability
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